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The material used to recreate this can be found at: www.unexcelledfishing.com
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PurPle egg sucking leach
tied by: Lorie Hagen

This fly has been around for quite a while. The original 
started out as black. The purple version has proven to 
be just as successful. This pattern is “standard issue” 
for any angler in Alaska and Canada. It works great 
for Trout, Steelhead, Dolly Varden, Silver and King 
Salmon

Hook | 710 Streamer Hook | Size 2

WeigHt | Larva Lace Led

tail | Larva Lace Shimmer | Purple

body | Larva Lace Salmo Supreme | Purple Peril

egg | Larva Lace Phat Yarn | Hot Pink

tHread | Danville’s Flymaster Plus | 210 Denier Black

Soft body | Thin

ViSe | Hagen’s Deluxe Vice

Dubbing Tool

« Step 1
Lay a nice bed of thread on the hook. This helps keep the lead in place. Next wrap your lead onto 
the hook shank from directly above the point of the hook to a spot three eye-widths behind the eye 
of the hook. Wrap with your thread to cover the lead leaving thread at the tail position.

« Step 2 
Tie in a shank-length piece of purple shimmer for the tail.

« Step 3
Form a dubbing loop. Fill with Purple Peril Salmo and twist. Start wrapping the dubbing forward to 
form the body. Stopping at the front of the lead, leaving room for the egg yarn head. 

« Step 4
Tie in the Hot Pink Phat Yarn. Bring your thread forward to the hook eye. Wrap the Phat yarn 
around the hook to form a nice egg. Tie off and whip finish. Apply soft body and get ready to catch 
some nice fish. 

The Purple Egg 

Sucking Leach


